HM Karaoke : 2 TV Setup
- Mic 1 Input
(6.35mm jack)

Wireless mics auto
connect to the mixer
when switched on

Use the speaker
controls to
control the
volume of
everything
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- Make sure the laptop screen is
set to mirrored.
- Log into the karaoke service
you want to use.
- Full screen the browser.
- Face the laptop to the singer.
- Needs internet connection

- Face second screen to the audience so
they can join in and sing along.
- If using a TV, sound will also come out
via the TV. If the sound is muffled,
consider muting the TV.

HM Karaoke : 1 TV Setup
- Mic 1 Input
(6.35mm jack)

Wireless mics auto
connect to the mixer
when switched on
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Power Supply

Use the speaker
controls to
control the
volume of
everything

- Mic 2 Input
(6.35mm jack)

3.5mm cable

Audio Out (3.5mm jack)

HDMI cable
Audio In (3.5mm jack)

Light
On/Off
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💻

- Make sure the laptop screen is
set to mirrored.
- Log into the karaoke service
you want to use.
- Full screen the browser.
- Face the laptop to the singer.
- Needs internet connection

- Face second screen
to the audience so
they can join in and
sing along.
- If using a TV, sound
will also come out via
the TV. If the sound is
muffled, consider
muting the TV.

HM Karaoke Setup Recommendations
Mixer Controllers
●
●

Start controllers where the red arrow is.
Mix sound as necessary.

Wireless Mics
●
●

CHA = W/MIC 1
CHB = W/MIC 2

